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Abstract: The distribution of velocity, sludge, and dissolved oxygen in a full-scale anaerobic-anoxic-
oxic (A2/O) oxidation ditch was numerically simulated under three rotation speed scenarios. The
viscosity and settling rate of activated sludge were defined through a user-defined function (UDF),
and the sludge phase was calculated using the mixture multiphase flow model. Dissolved oxygen
(DO) was set as a user-defined source (UDS) and its generation and consumption rates were defined
with UDFs. The relationship between velocity and sludge concentration was found to be contradictory,
with dead zones leading to large sludge concentrations at the bottom of the oxidation ditch (OD),
but not at the middle-curved wall of the anoxic pool. The flow rate of the reflux slot and aerator
oxygenation rate were checked and correlated with DO concentrations in the anaerobic pool. The
majority of the large sludge concentrations were concentrated in the biological selection pool and
these remained constant with bed height. With reduced propeller and agitator rotation speed, the
sludge concentrations reduced in the biological selection pool, but increased in the anaerobic and
anoxic pools.

Keywords: A2/O oxidation ditch; sludge; dissolved oxygen; computational fluid dynamics; multi-
phase flow

1. Introduction

Preserving clean fresh water resources plays a pivotal role in a city’s economics,
industrial and commercial growth, and sustainability. Sewage treatment has been adopted
in many countries on the grounds of reducing the nutrient water pollution and risk of
human disease [1], by the elimination of harmful substances from municipal wastewater,
prior to its discharge into the environment. Sewage treatment is generally classified
into primary, secondary, and tertiary processes, with some plants co-producing biogas,
leaving the potential for energy-autonomous treatment plants [2]. The primary process is a
sedimentation stage; the second, a biological nutrient removal method; and the tertiary,
an additional treatment for proper disposal in delicate regions. The anaerobic-anoxic-
oxic process (A2/O) is an important biological treatment, based on the degradation of
organic contaminants using pre-arranged microorganisms, and it is commonly used for
secondary or tertiary sewage treatment, as well as for reclaimed water reuse [3,4]. Due to
its features, it is able to remove excessive nitrogen and phosphorus, using low biosolid
byproducts, named sludge, and it is suitable for wastewater applications with a high
content of organic contaminants. The process can be integrated into an OD (oxidation
ditch); a circular basin with two adjoined channels, in the form of loop, with two curved
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walls at the end, designed to remove sludge through circulation by rotators. Certain design
variants produce a larger denitrification and phosphorus removal effect, compared with
the traditional oxidation technology. It has a universal application in the treatment of
urban and industrial wastewater, because of its structural simplicity, short total hydraulic
residence time, low operating costs, small control complexity, and limitation of sludge
swelling. As a result, the A2/O oxidation ditch is one of the mainstream technologies
of sewage treatment in China [5,6], a country with highly-populated urban areas and an
upcoming water crisis [7].

Since an OD covers a large area, the pool is deep and the flow movement is irregular,
hindering the gathering of in-depth experimental information. Furthermore, studies based
on wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) often suffer from a paucity of data acquisition,
since these are usually collected at the inlet and outlet, with little attention paid to the
internal flow patterns, sludge distribution, and DO (dissolved oxygen) [8]. Some authors
have attempted to solve this by understanding the relative importance of the flow factors
and relations at laboratory scales [9,10]. For example, Mir et al. [11] conducted a one-tenth
model scale of a real OD to observe the process of sludge setting. Chen et al. [12] arranged
a simplified model, 15 times smaller than a real OD, and observed its internal flow pattern
through an acoustic doppler velocimeter (ADV). However, the previous method is limited
by its high cost and discrepancy with actual OD situation. Alternatively, programs based
on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can determine the factors affecting the efficiency
of the OD and provide results with different scenarios, and thus remain the best and most
economical method of simulating the inner state of OD.

For many years, the designs of OD in most sewage treatment plants were based on
previously existing plant designs and some empirical formulas [13], until the emergence
of, and greater confidence in, CFD methods in recent decades.[14] Generally, a simple
single-phase CFD calculation is used to optimize the OD, due to its partial prediction of
areas prone to sludge silting, based on the lower flow rate areas at the bottom of the OD. In
reality, some parts of the ditch contain sludge concentrations not directly related to the flow
rate; therefore, the analysis can be misleading. The multiphase flow model overcomes this
limitation and is generally used to simulate active sludge [12]. As active sludge, compared
with sand, floats in a flocculent state, the slip velocity between phases is an important basis
for correctly describing its settling, and its definition is a matter of ongoing discussions.
Littleton et al. [15,16] introduced the activated sludge model no. 2 (ASM2) to calculate
the sedimentation rate by using a double-index sludge sedimentation model [11,17]. The
viscosity varied according to the local concentration of sludge. Whereas Zhang et al. [18],
in order to acquire a better understanding on the sludge distribution, used the sludge
viscosity formula [19] in their model, and the results were found to be influenced by the
action of the propellers and water depth.

There are many methods of simulating DO in OD. Gases in aeration in oxidation
trenches can be directly simulated, and multiphase flow calculations can be performed
using the Eulerian–Eulerian multiphase model [20,21]. Likewise, the transport of dissolved
oxygen can be simulated using the transport and reaction model, and consumption of
DO in OD, by the BOD-DO model [8,22]. The aeration process, however, is more difficult
to account for. The gas content in the water during multiphase flow initially must be
calculated, in order to obtain the DO in the liquid, using the formula of DO transfer in the
gas [23–25].

In reviewing the above literature and the lack of clarity about sewage flows, a full-scale
A2/O OD is calculated in this paper using the mixture multi-phase model to study the
relationship between velocity, sludge concentration, and DO in different zones of the A2/O
OD. The viscosity and settling rate of the activated sludge was set with a user-defined
function (UDF) and the DO with a user-defined source (UDS), whilst the consumption
phase of DO used a half-saturation formula. The accuracy of the calculation was verified by
experiments. Analyses were made of the relationship of DO in the reflow hole and added
oxygen in the aerator with the total DO in the OD, as well as of the flow rate with sludge
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concentration. The distribution of DO in different parts of the OD was evaluated, and the
influence of velocity, sludge concentration, and DO was studied by changing the rotation
speed of the agitators and propellers within the OD.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Introduction of the A2/O OD

The A2/O OD is located in Xiaoxian County, Shandong Province, China, and is 6 m
deep (H), 18.6 m wide, and 62.6 m long, as depicted in Figure 1. In the treatment process,
the wastewater goes through four sections within the OD. First, it enters at the top of
the biological selection pool, in the lower-left part; measuring 6 m wide by 9 m long and
containing two agitators with diameter a of 0.4 m, hub height of 1.3 m, and rotation speed
of 550 rpm. Afterwards, it circulates into the anaerobic pool, just behind the biological
selection pool, containing two side-by-side propellers of diameter 1.84 m, rotation speed of
61 rpm, and hub height 1.8 m.

Figure 1. Set up of the A2/0 OD.

The flow then leaves at the rear rightward end and enters the anoxic pool, which
has two propellers of 2.68 m diameter, with a hub height of 1.8 m and rotation speed
of 39 rpm. The anoxic pool measures 1.5-times the length and 2-times the width of the
similarly-shaped anaerobic pool. Finally, the flow enters the oxic pool, in the upper end
of the OD, with diaphragm aerators at the bottom to produce DO; the oxygenation rate is
5 mg/L·s. To further treat the remaining contaminants, internal recirculation is established
between the anoxic and oxic pool, prior to its discharge at the rear-left end of the tank.

2.2. Multiphase Flow Model

The calculation was carried out using the CFD software Ansys Fluent. The mixture
model with a k-ε model was used, having good applicability to turbulence model selection
and the simulation of several phase flows of different rotation speeds by having a local
equilibrium on a short space–time scale. Since the coupling between phases is very strong,
it is suitable for simulating activated sludge. In this approach, the continuity equation for
the phases is:

∂

∂t
(ρm) +∇·(ρmvm) = 0 (1)

where ρm is the mixture density, kg/m3, and vm is the average velocity of the mass, m/s.
The momentum equation for the mixture can be obtained by summing the momentum

equations of the individual phases, as follows:
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∂

∂t
(ρmvm) +∇·

(
ρmv2

m

)
= −∇p +∇·

[
µm(∇vm +∇vT

m

]
+ ρmgm +

→
F +∇·

(
n

∑
k=1

αkρkv2
dr,k

)
(2)

where µm is the viscosity coefficient of the mixture, Pa·s,
→
F is volume force, N, n is number

of phases, αk is the volume fraction of the kth phase, ρk is the density of the kth phase,
kg/m3, and vdr.k is the drift velocity of the kth phase, m/s.

The relation between the phase slip velocity and drift velocity is

vdr.p = vqp −∑n
k=1

αkρk
ρm

vqk (3)

where vdr.p is the slip velocity of the second phase (p) relative to the main phase (q), m/s.
According to the continuity equation of the second phase (p), the volume fraction

equation of the second phase is:

∂

∂t
(
αpρp

)
+∇·

(
αpρpvm

)
= −∇·

(
αpρpvdr,p

)
(4)

2.3. Definition of Sludge

The mixture model adopts a two-phase flow representation. The first-phase flow is
the water-liquid, and the second is the activated sludge mentioned above. The density
of water–liquid is 998.2 kg/m3, and the viscosity is 0.001003 Pa·s. The sludge density is
1050 kg/m3, and its viscosity is a function related to temperature and sludge concentration.
According to Leighton et al. [26] and Zhang et al. [19], the applicability and conformity of
the index model to activated sludge is high, and its expression is

µsv = 0.63 exp
(

120
T

+ 0.078MLSS
)

(5)

where µsv is sludge viscosity, 10−3 Pa·s, T is absolute temperature, K, and MLSS represents
the sludge concentration, g/L.

The sedimentation rate of sludge in clean water is obtained according to the double-
index sludge sedimentation model [16]. The given procedure initially consists in measuring
the sedimentation rate of the sludge under different concentrations and then obtaining the
coefficients using best-fit procedures, as follows:

Vs = 0.004×
(

e−0.46x − e−1.86x
)

(6)

where Vs is the sludge sedimentation rate, m/s; x indicates sludge concentration, g/L.
Equations (5) and (6) were applied by UDF and introduced into ANSYS Fluent. The

viscosity and settling rate of the activated sludge were defined, where the particle diameter
of sludge was 0.4mm.

2.4. Definition of DO

Since DO is not in a simple gas state within water, it is more appropriate to define it
by using a UDS rather than a multi-phase flow approach. The transmission equation of
UDS is:

∂pi ϕ

∂t
+∇·(

→
J ϕi − Γi∇ϕi) = Sϕi (7)

Converting Equation (7) into a unit volume of the control body, it becomes:∫
∂(pφ)

∂t
dV +

∫
ρφu·ndA−

∫
Γ∇φ · ndA =

∫
SdV (8)

transient convection diffusion source
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where φ is the dissipation function, U (u,v,w) is the fluid velocity vector, Γ is the diffusion
coefficient, m2/s, and S is the source term representing the creation or destruction of φ.

The sum of oxygen demand for biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and ammonia
nitrogen and sludge respiration in the oxic pool provides the total amount as:

AOR = a×Q× ∆CBOD + b×Q× ∆CNH3−N + c×VA ×MLSSA (9)

where AOR is the actual oxygen demand, kgO2/d; a is the oxygen demand for each
removal of 1 kg BOD, which is 0.7 kg; Q is the daily average water mass flow kg/s, ∆CBOD
is the BOD concentration difference of inlet and outlet, which is 160 mg/L; b is oxygen
demand per kilogram of oxic sludge for its own respiration, which is 0.16 kg; MLSSo is
sludge concentration of oxic pool, g/L; Vo is the volume of the oxic pool, L; c is oxygen
demand per kilogram of ammonia and nitrogen removed, which is 4.57 kg; and ∆CNH3-N
is the difference in ammonia and nitrogen concentration between the inlet and outlet.

In practice, several factors must be considered to quantify the oxygen demand in the
OD, including the local operating pressure, water quality, and temperature, as well as the
different needs for discharging the treated water into the ditch. Therefore, the standard
oxygen demand (SOR) is:

SOR =
AOR× Cs20

α× 1.024(t−20)(βρCsTmax − C1)
(10)

where Tmax is the maximum designed water temperature, which is 25 °C; Cs20 is the satu-
rated DO concentration at 20 °C under standard atmospheric pressure, which is 9.17 mg/L;
CsTmax is saturation DO concentration at the maximum designed water temperature, mg/L;
α is the correction factor of the oxygen transfer coefficient in sewage, which is 0.85; β is the
correction factor for saturated DO concentration in sewage, which is 0.95; t is the tempera-
ture, ◦C; ρ is the correction factor for air pressure, which is 1; and Cl is the concentration of
DO in the sewage, mg/L.

The rate of DO consumption can be expressed in terms of a semi-satiation formula,
according to the work of Littleton et al. [15,16].

OUR =
Ccv

Ccv + 1
×OURmax (11)

where Ccv is the concentration of DO in the control volume, mg/L, and OURmax is the
maximum consumption rate of DO, mg/Ls.

The oxygen consumption rate of activated sludge in the biological selection, anaerobic,
and anoxic pools is relatively small and ignored in the simulations. The DO concentration
in the anoxic pool is regulated by the DO concentration at reflux, and in the oxic pool,
by the consumption term of DO and the rate of oxygenation by the aeration device. The
UDF defines the consumption term of DO, used as an input to the CFD software Fluent.
The aeration device, a diaphragm aerator, produces bubbles of a small diameter across
the aerobic pool. In order to reduce computing resources, the oxygen-increasing rate was
directly defined for the entire aerobic pool water body.

2.5. Geometry and Mesh Grid

A three-dimensional model of the OD was established using the software Unigraphics
NX (UG). Figure 2 shows a top view of meshed four ditch sections using triangle-shaped
grids. The grid discrete area includes the whole flow channel and the runner area. An
unstructured grid with good applicability is used for discretization of the complex channel,
guide wall, and blade structure. In order to verify the grid independence, four different
grid scales were selected to calculate the power of three blades, respectively. The electric
power consumption tends to augment with mesh density, due to the higher accuracy of
capturing the flow phenomenon around and outside the blades. The convergence of power
is sufficiently met with a medium mesh density, of about 4.5 million elements. Table 1
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summarizes the breakdown of the elements utilized, along with the power consumption of
the three blades. The final number of grids for each part is shown in Table 2.

Figure 2. Meshed channel and blades of the OD. (a) The whole flow channel; (b) Agitators; (c) Pro-
peller A; (d) Propeller B.

Table 1. Analysis of power consumption with mesh density.

Mesh Density Number of Elements
(Million)

Consumed Power of Agitator
(Kw)

Consumed Power of
Propeller A

(Kw)

Consumed Power of
Propeller B (Kw)

Coarse 2.8 2.36 0.95 0.48
Medium-coarse 4.1 2.68 1.48 0.51

Medium 4.5 2.76 1.51 0.60
Fine 5.1 2.74 1.54 0.62

Table 2. The number of grids per component.

Flow Channel Agitators Propeller A Propeller B Total

Number of elements 2,546,813 182,087/206,212 226,986/239,570 546,613/539,814 4,488,095

2.6. Experiments

Monitoring tests are performed to compare and analyze the concentration of DO in
different regions, whilst the specific field test method and a comparison with a numerical
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simulation can be found in Zhang et al. [18]. The DO monitoring instrument was an AZ8403
portable DO meter (Figure 3); the range of measurement was 0–19.99 mg/L, the accuracy
was ±1.5 F.S, and the resolution was 0.01 mg/L. Before the measurement, the saturated
DO content was automatically calibrated according to the ambient temperature. During
the measurement, one set of data was measured every 1 s, and the data time length was
90 s. A comparison of the mean simulated and measured (along with standard deviation)
DO concentration in the four regions is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the simulations
and DO concentrations in all areas are consistent, although the standard deviation in the
oxic pool is much larger than in the other areas. These differences are explained by the
action of the aeration device in the aerobic zone, resulting in the large local measurement
fluctuations.

Figure 3. AZ8403 portable DO meter.

Figure 4. Comparison of the simulated average and measured DO concentrations in the four pools.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Analysis of Velocity and Sludge Concentration

A numerical approach was chosen for this exploratory study. Four X-Y cross sections
at 0.3 m (0.05 H), 1.8 m (0.3 H), 3.8 m (0.63 H), and 5.7 m (0.95 H) were selected to observe
the velocity distribution of the biological selection, anaerobic, and anoxic pools. The flow
patterns with transversal height are shown in Figure 5. As expected, the agitators and
propellers provide the energy to the water and drive the sludge within the sections and
loops in the oval-shaped tanks. The water tends to be confined to the sides of the separating
pool walls, forming two vortex structures in the biological selection pool and one behind
the reflux slot, where energy is partially added to the anoxic pool. The biological selection
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pool shows large dead zones (v < 0.1 m/s) at its corners and middle part, and these tend to
augment with transversal height, as a result of the agitator’s lower driving action near the
water surface (hub height = 0.217 H). In the anaerobic pool, because of the propeller’s large
swept area and pushing action, the flow stagnates more around the curved than the middle
diversion walls. Near the bottom, the propeller’s presence is diminished, and dead zones
can be observed at the middle diversion and short ends of the curved walls. The maximum
flow velocity was obtained at the hub height, downstream of the propellers. In contrast
to the anaerobic pool, the propeller action in the anoxic pool generated larger dead zones
around the middle diversion than the curved wall, and these decreased with transversal
height. This result is owing to the relatively large width of the runner and the proximity
of the propeller to the curved diversion wall, resulting in the turning of the flow, prior to
diffusion at both sides. The velocity of the propeller’s downstream flow is still increased at
hub height, but is exceeded by the reflux zone near the bed surface (0.95 H).

Figure 5. Velocity distribution in the OD at the X-Y cross sections: (a) 0.95 H, (b) 0.63 H, (c) 0.3 H, (d) 0.05 H.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of sludge concentrations at different bed heights. It
can be seen how the sludge concentration in the biological selection pool is relatively high
(~4.64 g/L), due to its role in cultivating the sludge, regardless of the studied depth. The
zones around the oval-shaped diversion wall of the anaerobic and anoxic pools tend to
manifest low volume fractions, owing to the large water circulation; although these tend to
increase near the bed surface. Notably, the sludge concentration around the reflux zone
is the highest near the bed surface, where flow is fast, but becomes homogeneous lower
down. However, the same finding is not pertinent to the fast flows around the propellers,
and it may be the case that the sludge concentrations are connected with the flow patterns
resulting from the pushing of the propellers and hitting the walls. Therefore, there is no
obvious correlation between the local velocity and sludge concentration, as depicted in
Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 6. Sludge concentration in the OD at the X-Y cross sections: (a) 0.95 H, (b) 0.63 H, (c) 0.3 H, (d) 0.05 H.

To further analyze the relationship between flow rate and sludge settlement, the
curves of average velocity and sludge concentration of the three pools with transverse
distance are drawn in Figures 7 and 8. It can be seen that the average sectional velocities
in the three pools increased and decreased between Z = 0 and Z = 3.5, and peaked at the
height of the corresponding agitators or propellers: 0.25 m/s for the biological selection
pool, 0.28 m/s for the anaerobic pool, and 0.21 m/s for the anoxic pool. Thereafter, the
velocities of the flow tended to stabilize for the biological selection and anaerobic pool, but
increased again for the anoxic pool; it is, therefore, likely such trend is connected with the
reflux slot. The sludge concentration in the OD decreased overall with height and the ratio
of minimum to maximum sludge concentration varied for each pool: 4.55/4.76 = 0.96 for
biological selection, 3.3/3.7 = 0.89 for anaerobic, 3.1/4 = 0.775 for anoxic. These results
indicate that the sludge is both greater and more concentrated in the biological selection
than in the other pools. Figure 9 depicts the areas (blue) of the three-dimensional OD with
a sludge concentration greater than 3.7 g/L. High concentrations are observed around the
whole biological selection pool, bottom and inlet of the anaerobic tank, flow path of the
reflux slot, and walls of the anoxic pool. The largest range, and the majority of the extreme
sludge concentration values simulated (Figure 10), pertained to the biological selection
pool. Notably, the areas of high sludge concentration at the bottom of the OD contain slow
flows.
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Figure 7. Curves of average velocity at each section. (a) Biological selection pool; (b) Anaerobic pool; (c) Anoxic pool.

Figure 8. Curves of average sludge concentration at each section. (a) Biological selection pool; (b) Anaerobic pool; (c) Anoxic
pool.

Figure 9. Sludge deposit area.

Figure 10. Range of sludge concentration.
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3.2. Analysis of DO Concentration
3.2.1. Factors Affecting the DO Concentration

The mean DO concentrations of the anoxic pool and reflux slot, and of the oxic pool
and oxygenation rate of the aeration device, are examined in Figure 11; to offer a model for
evaluating the effectiveness of the oxidation ditch. As observed, both tank variables can be
fitted as:

CA= 0.18C2
R + 0.14CR + 0.18 (12)

where CA is the mean DO concentration in the anoxic zone, mg/L, and CR is DO concentra-
tion at the reflux slot, mg/L.

CO = 0.14V2
A + 0.42 − 2.10 (13)

Figure 11. The relationship between the average DO concentration and the reflux slot and aerators. (a) Reflux slot;
(b) Aerators.

With CO being the mean DO concentration in the oxic pool, mg/L, and VA the oxy-
genation rate of the aeration device, mg/L.

In the treatment process, to ensure the normal occurrence of the reaction, the DO in the
aerobic pool should be 2–4 mg/L, whilst at the anaerobic pool it should be 0.20–0.50 mg/L,
giving a DO of 0.31–0.99 mg/L at the reflux slot.

3.2.2. Analysis of DO Distribution

In the studied scenario, the concentration of DO in the reflux slot was 0.8 mg/L and in
the aeration pool, 5 mg/Ls. This DO distribution is illustrated in Figures 12–14. It is evident
the conditions of anaerobic bacterial reaction are met, since the DO in both the biological
selection and the anaerobic pool are uniform and below 0.2 mg/L, and in the anoxic pool
around 0.5 mg/L; except at the transition zone, the reflux area. As the DO concentration at
the inlet is controlled to a low level, the DO in the reflux zone is augmented with transverse
distance, peaking at 0.8 mg/L, near the bed surface (Figure 12a). When the sewage flows
into the oxic pool, the DO concentration gradually increases under the influence of the
aerator’s oxygenation rate and DO consumption rate, thus the DO is higher transversally,
laterally, and along the flow direction (Figure 13). As a result, the concentrations of DO in
the first and second flow-passing sections are lower near their entrances, whilst in the third
section, the DO increases in the exit zone and becomes high and homogenous across the
entire section near the bed surface.
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Figure 12. DO concentration contours of the biological selection pool, anaerobic pool, and anoxic pool at different heights.
(a) 0.95 H, (b) 0.63 H, (c) 0.3 H, (d) 0.05 H.

Figure 13. DO concentration contours of the oxic pool at different heights. (a) 0.95 H, (b) 0.63 H, (c) 0.3 H, (d) 0.05 H.

Figure 14. Curves of average DO concentration at each section. (a) Biological selection pool; (b) Anaerobic pool; (c) Anoxic
pool; (d) Oxic pool.
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In order to obtain further information about the oxygen distribution, the transverse
DO concentration of the four pools is calculated in Figure 14. Clearly, the DO remains
constant at 0.15 mg/L for the biological selection and anaerobic pools, and at 0.412 mg/L
for the anoxic pool, but increases transversally from 2.3 mg/L and plateaus to 2.65 mg/L
at Z = 4 for the oxic pool.

3.3. Effect of Rotation Speed Change on the OD

The influence of rotation speed on the distribution of velocity, sludge, and DO with
height were investigated in the three pools by adding and subtracting 50 rpm to the
agitators’ original state (ωa ± 9.1%) and 10 rpm to the propellers’ (ωp ± 25.64%).

Figure 15 shows the velocity, sludge concentration, and DO changes with height in
different zones. As observed, the increasing rotational speed of the agitators and propellers
slightly shifted the original sludge and DO distributions, but considerably shifted the
velocity distribution to the right; particularly, the velocity around the hub for the biological
selection and anaerobic pool and for all of the anoxic pool. This is because the sludge was
inhomogeneous in the biological selection pool with low rotation speeds, so it accumulated
in the anaerobic pool and anoxic pool. These trends also indicate that the sludge distribution
becomes more uniform with higher rotation speed.

Figure 15. Curves of average velocity, sludge concentration, and DO concentration at each section. (a) Biological selection
pool; (b) Anaerobic pool; (c) Anoxic pool.
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On the other hand, reducing the rotation speed resulted in the original DO being
shifted slightly to lower values for the biological selection and anaerobic pools but to
greater values for the anoxic pool; notably, the DO was the highest around and below the
propeller swept region with a constant value (0.417 mg/L). The velocity augmentation at
the agitator and propeller hub position only become prominent in the anoxic pool; thus,
the velocity of the other two pools remained somewhat constant with depth. Contrastingly,
the sludge concentration decreased with height, but remained much lower in the biological
selection pool and was slightly higher for the anaerobic and anoxic pools, compared with
the other two cases.

4. Conclusions

The distribution of velocity, sludge, and DO in a full-scale A2/O OD was simulated
using a mixture multi-phase flow model. Detailed depth variation analyses of the sewage
flow were provided for the biological selection, anaerobic, and anoxic pools using standard,
higher, and lower propeller and agitator rotation speeds.

Due to the circulation of the water, geometrical obstructions, and the position of
the propellers or agitators, dead zones appeared at the corners and separating walls;
particularly at the top of the middle diversion wall of the anoxic tank. This research has
shown that the sludge settlement is the greatest in the biological selection pool, due to
its cultivation role, and the reflux slot slightly accelerates the bottom flow in the anoxic
pool, resulting in considerable sludge concentration. A major finding was the lack of
correlation between local velocity and sludge concentration; the areas with a large sludge
concentration at the biological selection pool were generally slow-velocity flows, whilst at
the anoxic pool (near the bed surface and reflux zone) they were high-velocity flows.

A linear relationship was found between the reflux slot and the mean anoxic DO
concentration, and between the mean aerobic pool concentration and the oxygenation rate
of the aerator; implying that different conditions can be configured with the design of the
reflux slot. The flow rate of the reflux slot and the oxygenation rate of the aerator were
verified to reside within the acceptable limits for bacterial reaction.

As the radius of the propeller increases, its influence on the overall velocity gradually
increases, due to the larger rotor to bed cross-section. With the increase of the rotation
speed, the change of sludge concentration becomes more uniform in the biological selection,
anaerobic, and anoxic pools. The flow velocity in the pools increases with the rotation
speed; therefore, the observed high DO concentration in the inlet and the reflux slot could
be higher and more evenly distributed across the anaerobic pool. Importantly, having
lower agitator and propeller rotation speeds decreases the sludge concentrations in the
biological selection pool, where most sludge is deposited in the sewage plant. Therefore,
selecting the appropriate propeller operation, based on the water quality requirements of
the oxidation ditch, can serve as a methodology to homogenize the sludge concentrations
in the chambers, increasing the life expectancy of the wastewater plant. However, the
generalizability of the presented results is limited to similar wastewater treatment plants.
Thus, additional studies will be needed to determine this trend of reduction with hub
positioning and a larger range of rotation speeds of the agitator and propeller.
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Nomenclature

OD Oxidation ditch A2/O Anaerobic-Anoxic-Oxic process
WWTP Wastewater treatment plants DO Dissolved oxygen
ADV Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
ASM 2 Activated Sludge Model No. 2 UDF user-defined function
UDS user-defined source ρm mixture density, kg/m3

vm average velocity of the mass, m/s µm viscosity coefficient of the mixture, Pa·s
→
F volume force, N n number of phase
αk volume fraction of the kth phase ρk density of the kth phase, kg/m3

vdr.k drift velocity of the kth phase, m/s vdr.p slip velocity of the second phase (p) relative to the
main phase (q), m/s

µsv sludge viscosity, 10-3 Pa·s T absolute temperature, K
MLSS sludge concentration, g/L Vs sludge sedimentation rate, m/s
x sludge concentration, g/L φ dissipation function
U fluid velocity vector Γ diffusion coefficient, m2/s
S source term representing creation or destruction of φ BOD biochemical oxygen demand
AOR actual oxygen demand, kgO2/d a oxygen demand for each removal of 1 kg BOD
Q daily average water mass flow, kg/s t Temperature, oC
∆CBOD BOD concentration difference of inlet and out-

let, mg/L
b oxygen demand per kilogram of oxic sludge for its

own respiration
MLSSo sludge concentration of oxic pool, g/L Vo volume of the oxic pool, L
c oxygen demand per kilogram of ammonia and nitro-

gen removed
∆CNH3-N difference in ammonia and nitrogen concentration

between the inlet and outlet
SOR standard oxygen demand, kgO2/d Tmax maximum designed water temperature, °C
Cs20 saturated DO concentration at 20°C under standard

atmospheric pressure, mg/L
α correction factor of oxygen transfer coefficient in

sewage
β correction factor for saturated DO concentration in

sewage
ρ correction factor for air pressure

Cl concentration of DO in the sewage, mg/L Ccv concentration of DO in the control volume, mg/L
OURmax maximum consumption rate of DO, mg/Ls CA the mean DO concentration in the anoxic

zone, mg/L
CR DO concentration at the reflux slot, mg/L. CO mean DO concentration in the oxic pool, mg/L
VA the oxygenation rate of the aeration device, mg/L.
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